
Immediate, unlimited access
MLC now offers barristers the flexibility and 
freedom to work efficiently wherever they are 
located. You can be equally productive in the 
office, at home, in court or when travelling.

Secure remote working
Because you can access Mobile MLC from 
any device or location, you instantly have the 
information you need, with none of the security 
risks associated with losing data that has been 
saved on internal systems or in paper format.

Multi-factor authentication goes beyond 
standard password protection. It can be 
enabled in an individual’s settings or be made 
mandatory by chambers. 

Flexible time capture
Ensure you never miss a billable minute again. 
Every second you are working on documents or 
emails can be captured by our intelligent time 
recording tools that synchronise across multiple 
devices. Mobile MLC also allows you to create, 
edit or view time entries.

Barristers can create multiple timers that allow 
all activity to be tracked when a barrister is 
moving through numerous tasks to ensure      

no billable time is missed. They can also choose 
to display time records in their diary for an easy 
view of where time has been spent. Draft time 
records can be produced, and time events can 
also be marked as non-billable.

Chambers can now add, and customise, new 
time fields for barristers to fill in when they’re 
submitting time records. This provides clerks 
with the additional information, such as case 
type or the  size of a bundle, that may be 
required to correctly process time records.

Monitor your budget

Our integrated timesheet keeps you on track 
by allowing you to monitor your performance 
against daily time and fee budgets and to   
review your billed time for the day, week,  
month or year. 

The convenient reports feature in MLC offers 
a number of reports to help you stay on top 
of any monies owed to you. When barristers 
complete their own reports within Mobile MLC 
they can provide them in Excel format. 

This flexible, user friendly format allows easier 
editing of aged debt, work done and payment 
summary reports.
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MLC Mobile

Easy diary management
Mobile MLC offers Outlook integration of diaries, 
tasks, key dates, bookings and opportunities. 
All work in tandem to ensure barristers can 
see their schedules and easily prioritise their 
workload. 

Risk management
To minimise your GDPR risk and liablity, MLC 
provides all of the tools you need to manage the 
acquisition and maintenance of personal data, 
including rights of access and consent. 

Effective marketing communications
MLC's intelligent, built-in CRM capability allows 
you to manage all client data in a way that can 
enhance your marketing activities.

To support your growth, MLC provides the data 
tools that can support your client retention 
efforts and provide a better understanding 
of prospective clients, helping you to clearly 
identify more lucrative opportunities.

Key benefits

 > System availability 24/7, from any location

 > Supports paper-lite work methods

 > Modern user interface

 > Robust security and compliance built-in

 > Dynamic time recording function enables 
the capture of every billable minute

 > Direct access to support

MLC Mobile

To find out more about MLC Mobile, please speak to 

your Advanced Account Manager or Contact Us

"Mobility has been 
central to our ability to 
continue working. Now, 
we can work efficiently 
from any location in 
a GDPR-compliant 
manner, with secure 
access to the case 
details required. It’s so 
much more convenient 
for our barristers."

Tony Hill >
Senior Clerk >
Ropewalk Chambers >


